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 Sopra Steria, CSC, Dimension Data and eProseed selected by the 

European Commission to deliver Managed Services Provision  

 

Brussels, 04 July 2016 – the mSPEED consortium composed of Sopra Steria (leader), CSC, Dimension Data and 

eProseed has been awarded the tender DIGIT/R3/PO/2015/082 Managed Services Provision (MSPII). The 

services that are covered by this call for tenders encompass operational, architectural and project 

management services, which could last for up to 7 years of services. The deal was signed and completed 

(counted for) this past March. 

  

The Directorate-General for Informatics (DIGIT) of the European Commission awarded the contract MSPII to 

the mSPEED consortium of four partners, namely Sopra Steria, Dimension Data, CSC and eProseed. They will 

together provide managed services for the European institutions. These services include hosting services as 

well as transversal and supporting services for all the Middleware and Databases platforms of the DIGIT 

datacenters, ultimately delivering services to the other Directorates of the European Commission. Those 

services include the creation, configuration, management and support of middleware instances, the 

deployment of customer application and the evolution of the middleware infrastructure. 

 

"Our main objectives are to guarantee the continuity of services and to gradually improve the automation 

and quality of the services. We work on the basis of a flexible service delivery model that adapts to the needs 

of the DIGIT C2 and his own customers - the European Commission Directorates - to ensure future expansion 

of the service, delivering high level performance services”, explains the mSPEED consortium. 

 

The members of the mSPEED consortium have a rich track record in provisioning managed services to their 

client base, serving many major organizations around the world. They are familiar with the European 

Commission’s environment and currently delivering services for their network and security infrastructure.  

 

About Sopra Steria 

Sopra Steria, a European leader in digital transformation, provides one of the most comprehensive portfolios of end-to-end service offerings 

on the market: consulting, systems integration, software development, infrastructure management and business process services. Sopra 

Steria is trusted by leading private and public-sector organisations to deliver successful transformation programmes that address their most 

complex and critical business challenges. Combining high quality and performance services, added value and innovation, Sopra Steria 

enables its clients to make the best use of digital technology. With over 38,000 employees in more than 20 countries, Sopra Steria had 

revenue of €3.6 billion in 2015. 

For more information, visit us at www.soprasteria.be 

About Dimension Data  
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Dimension Data harnesses the transformative power of technology to help organisations achieve great things in the digital era. As a 

member of the NTT Group, we focus on digital infrastructure, hybrid cloud, workspaces for tomorrow, cybersecurity, and network as the 

platform. With a turnover of USD 7.5 billion and offices in 58 countries, we deliver services wherever our clients are, at every stage of their 

technology journey. Accelerate your ambition. Go to dimensiondata.com   

About CSC 

CSC leads clients on their digital transformation journeys. The company provides innovative next-generation technology services and 

solutions that leverage deep industry expertise, global scale, technology independence and an extensive partner community. CSC serves 

leading commercial and international public sector organizations throughout the world. CSC is a Fortune 500 company and ranked among 

the best corporate citizens. For more information, visit us at www.csc.com. 

About eProseed 

eProseed delivers implementation services for Oracle Cloud, Oracle Fusion Middleware and Oracle Optimized Solutions enabling 

organizations to boost their IT flexibility, thus enhancing their business agility and increasing their competitiveness.  

The eProseed team's unique combination of Oracle experts enables organisations to deploy Oracle stacks at low risk, with controlled costs, 

and enjoy all the benefits of their solution in a short time.  eProseed's track record of success across Financial Services, Telecommunications 

and Public Sector customers, has been made through multiple successful go-lives, which includes many leading Oracle implementation in 

EMEA 

eProseed is an Oracle Platinum Partner, with a strong set of Oracle Specializations (+22 specializations). Oracle awarded eProseed “Oracle 

Middleware Partner of the Year” 4 times in a row (2010, 2011, 2012, 2013), amongst other awards such as “Oracle Partner of the Year” (2009, 

2013, 2014, 2015). As an Oracle-only focus player, and with years of experience in Oracle technologies, eProseed is the perfect partner for 

solving the challenges at hand. 

With headquarters in Luxembourg, eProseed also operates from Belgium, Netherlands, Portugal, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and the United 

Kingdom. Challenge us! Please visit us on www.eproseed.com 

 

Contacts 

Sopra Steria: Jan Aerts, +32 (0)2, email jan.aerts@soprasteria.com 

Dimension Data: Catherine Vanhove, +32 2 702 1249, catherine.vanhove@dimensiondata.com 

CSC: Jolijn Vannuffelen, +32 (0)497 27 00 87, email jvannuffelen@csc.com 

eProseed : Laurent Pulinckx +352 621 21 22 38, laurent.pulinckx@eproseed.com 

NewsEngine: Elisah Van Den Heuvel, +32 (0)3 260 96 45, elisah.vandenheuvel@newsengine.eu  
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